**SUNDAY**

**CHANTAL PARMLEY - GIRL TALK - SIMPSON 200B - 7:00 PM (GIRLS ONLY)**
SISTERS IN CHRIST SUPPORTING ONE ANOTHER’S GROWTH WHILE DOING ARTS AND CRAFTS

**CAROLINA SIMBANA - EL CAMINO (THE WAY) - HUDSON/PALISADES ROOM - 8:00 PM**
LEARN ABOUT YOUR SPIRITUAL WALK WITH GOD AS WE SHARE OUR STORY TOGETHER

**MONDAY**

**TEDDY SMITH - TEAM DEPTH - BOON 406 - 9:00 PM**
KNOWING HIM, NOT JUST KNOWING ABOUT HIM

**CHARISSA LEWIS - PASSION & PRAYER - BOON 411 - 9:15 PM**
IGNITING A PASSION FOR JESUS THROUGH BIBLE STUDY AND PRAYER

**SHELLY YOUNT - ATHLETES IN ACTION - SIMPSON 200A - 9:30 PM**
WHAT DOES GOD HAVE TO DO WITH YOUR GAME?

**TUESDAY**

**JULIE HODSDON - QUESTIONING JESUS: A STUDY OF THE GOSPEL OF JOHN - BOON 406 - 4:45 PM**
JOIN US IN ASKING THE HARD QUESTIONS AND SEEING WHAT JESUS HAS TO SAY

**NATE PEREZ - THE PRODICAL GOD - BOON 411 - 7:00 PM**
A LOOK AT THE STORY OF THE PRODIGAL SON THROUGH THE BOOK “THE PRODIGAL GOD”

**KENNY LEE - KAN (KOREANS AT NYACK) - PARDINGTON 102 - 9:00 PM**
WORSHIP, BIBLE STUDY, AND FELLOWSHIP

**LINNEA MERCURIO - THE GATHERING - BOON 408 - 9:00 PM**
A TIME OF FELLOWSHIP AND STUDY THROUGH EXPLORING THE BOOK OF EPHESIANS

**ERIC THOMPSON - JUST THE BEGINNING - BOON 411 - 9:00 PM**
LEARNING MORE ABOUT GOD THROUGH EXPLORING THE SCRIPTURES

**WEDNESDAY**

**MADDY BADILLO - THE FIRE - PARDINGTON 102 - 9:00 PM**
PRAYER, INTERCESSION AND WORSHIP

**PAUL REGALADO - ROCK SOLID - BOON 408 - 9:00 PM**
MATURING IN CHRIST THROUGH FELLOWSHIP, WORSHIP, PREACHING AND BIBLE STUDY

**KWAME MCINTOSH - ALMOST OFFENSIVE - BOON 406 - 9:00 PM**
GROWING IN GOD THROUGH SPOKEN WORD

**DESIRAE FRESEN - EVCNSONG - BOON 411 - 9:15 PM**
A LITURGICAL SERVICE OF SCRIPTURE AND PRAYER, IN THE ANGLICAN TRADITION

**THURSDAY**

**DR. JAMES DANAHER - THE DISCERNING OF SPIRITS - BOON 401 - 6:00 PM**
RICHARD ROHR’S “THE DISCERNING OF THE SPIRITS (THE ENNEAGRAM)” VIDEO SERIES

**STEPHANIE RIBERIO - 95:6 - PARDINGTON 102 - 9:00 PM**
A TIME TO WORSHIP WITH MUSIC AND LET GOD DO HIS THING

**HUNTER BEEZLEY - SECRET CHURCH - MOSELEY 100 - 9:15 PM**
ENRICHING OUR KNOWLEDGE OF GOD'S WORD AS WE GAIN UNDERSTANDING OF THE STATE OF THE CHURCH AND PERSECUTION WORLD WIDE